Unfortunately, many of the details surrounding the origins of flamenco are lost in
Spanish history due to various reasons. The people involved in the creation of
flamenco music, the Jews, Moors and Gitanos, had been expelled and persecuted by
the Spanish Inquisition. Flamenco was not considered worth writing about
according to the Spaniards, which left no written record of the beginnings of
Flamenco.
In 1492, Granada, the final Muslim stronghold fell at the hands of the of armies of
the catholic king Ferdinand II of Aragon and queen Isabella of Castile. The basics of
Flamenco music came from the musical cultures of the Moors, Jews and Gitanos.
Flamenco music accompanies Moorish singing style and different compás, or
rhythmic styles.
Flamenco songs tend to have themes of desperation, hope, pride and the late-night
partying of the people. The dances included basic dance movements and rhythmic
hand clapping. The origin of the name Flamenco has various origin stories. It is
believed to be a word of Spanish origin that originally meant Flemish. It is also
suggested that it may have Arabic roots coming from the Arabic word “felag
mengu,” which translates to ‘peasant in flight’ or ‘fugitive peasant,’ referencing
those that created the Flamenco genre and dress.
The Golden Age of Flamenco is noted from 1869 to 1910 in which Flamenco
developed rapidly in music cafés called cafés cantantes. Flamenco dancers became
a major attraction at these cafes, and the guitar players supporting the dancers also
gained traction and so, the art of flamenco guitar arose. A notable composer of
Flamenco guitar music was Julién Arcas who was also one of the first composers to
write Flamenco music.

https://bit.ly/flamenco-history

https://bit.ly/flamenco-dress

AIRE

Translates literally to air, but refers to the
expressiveness or atmosphere of a
flamenco performance

BAILE
Dance

BAILAOR

Flamenco dancer

BRACEO

Movement of the arms during dance

CAFÉ CANTANTE
Music cafés where flamenco shows were
performed frequently and blossomed

CAJÓN

Percussive instrument that appears as an
empty wooden box. The instrumentalist
sits on the box and beats on the front of it

CANTE CHICO

CASTAÑUELAS

Castanets. Used to form the rhythm base
of flamenco, the small wooden plates held
together in one hand

COPLA

Group of flamenco performers

CANTE JONDO

Singing style on the dark and serious side
of flamenco, tends to be seen as harsh and
primitive

The people of the cuadro clapping

Soul force inspiring flamenco art

PASADA

FALDA

The passing of a partner during a dance

Translates to skirt

DE PECHO

FLAMENCO PURO

Synonym of “genuine” or “traditional”
flamenco

FLOREO

DE ESPALDA
QUEJÍO

Lament or cry

“Deep”, profound

SEVILLANAS

Popular festive, folkloric Andalusian dance

Shouts of approval and encouragement

JUERGA

Chest to chest pass

Back to back pass

Hand movements

JALEO

Translates to “intermediate song,” second
of the flamenco songs general
classification and sounds like a subjective
middle of the first and third

PALMEROS

DUENDE

CANTE GRANDE

CANTE INTERMEDIO

Rhythmic hand clapping used to
accompany flamenco song and dance

CUADRO

HONDO/JONDO

Translates to “big song,” first of the
flamenco songs general classification and
sounds usually deep and dark

PALMAS

Song’s verse

Translates to “little song,” third of the
flamenco songs general classification and
sounds lighthearted, festive, folkloric and
even frivolous

Exclamation of approval or
encouragement

TABLAO
Low stage

Flamenco party

TACAOR

LETRA

TACÓN

Lyrics

MANTÓN

Embroidered silk shawl,
originated from China

Flamenco guitarist
Foot heel

TACONEO

flamenco footwork

JONDO

Style of song that
is passionate and profound with the
performer portraying intense emotion

https://bit.ly/flamenco-vocab
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